Information für Studierende der RWTH Aachen

Grant scheme for research collaborations

This special IDEA League grant scheme is for the promotion of student collaborations on research projects between Imperial College London, TU Delft, ETH Zurich and RWTH Aachen University. These grants can be used on all student levels (bachelor, master, PhD). Students look for a project (use of databases if available) in coordination with representative(s) of IDEA working groups.

The grant

The grant will be €1,000 for a minimum period of 3 months and will be awarded by the sending university.

Subject areas

Each subject-specific group of one IDEA university can offer one place for each respective partner (normally 3 places). Students interested should find a project and get in contact with their IDEA representative/contact of a subject-specific group. The representative will coordinate the selection.
Subject-specific working groups and their representatives at RWTH Aachen University:

Aerospace engineering: Prof. Wolfgang Alles
Architecture: Prof. van den Bergh
Life science/Biotechnology: Prof. Alan Slusarenko
Chemistry: Prof. Carsten Bolm
Civil Engineering: Prof. Konstantin Meskouris
Computer science: Prof. Wolfgang Thomas
Earth science: Prof. Christoph Clauser
Electrical Engineering: Prof. Jens Rainer Ohm
Materials science: Prof. Manfred Martin / Prof. Dieter Senk
Mathematics: Prof. Michael Wiegner
Mechanical Engineering: Dipl.-Ing. Julia Buchholz
Physics: Prof. Michael Krämer